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Abstract
Given the development of automatic speech recognition based
techniques for creating phonetic annotations of large speech
corpora, there has been a growing interest in investigating
the frequencies of occurrence of phonological and reduction
processes. Given that most studies have analyzed these pro-
cesses separately, they did not provide insights about their co-
occurrences. This paper contributes with introducing graph
theory methods for the analysis of pronunciation variation
in a large corpus of Austrian German conversational speech.
More specifically, we investigate how reduction processes that
are typical for spontaneous German in general co-occur with
phonological processes typical for the Austrian German variety.
Whereas our concrete findings are of special interest to scien-
tists investigating variation in German, the approach presented
opens new possibilities to analyze pronunciation variation in
large corpora of different speaking styles in any language.
Index Terms: acoustic reduction, Austrian German, conversa-
tional speech, graph theory methods, pronunciation variation

1. Introduction
Given the development of automatic speech recognition (ASR)
based techniques for creating phonetic annotations, there has
been a growing interest in performing large-scale corpus stud-
ies investigating the frequency of certain phonetic (reduction)
processes and phonological rules as well as the conditions un-
der which they occur [1]. For instance, van den Heuvel and
Cucchiarini [2] found that in Dutch, /R/ deletion tends to be
more frequent after schwa than after full vowels, independent of
vowel length and lexical stress. Schuppler et al. [3] showed that
the absence vs. presence of Dutch word-final /t/ is conditioned
by segmental context, bigram frequency and the morphological
properties of the words. More recently, Wu et al. [4] presented
an analysis of phonological and extra-linguistic factors affecting
schwa deletion in word-initial syllables of polysyllabic words in
continuous French. Finally, large scale phonetic corpus studies
have not only been used to investigate one specific process, but
also to analyze global tendencies of pronunciation variation in
different speaking styles (e.g., [5, 6, 7]).

Mentioned studies report the frequencies of occurrence of
certain phonological and reduction processes, they do, however,
not report which of these rules and processes tend to ”co-occur”,
where with ”co-occur” we refer here to ”occurring together on
a word and/or utterance level”. The main aim of this paper is
to introduce graph theory methods to analyze co-occurrences of
processes at word and utterance level and to illustrate its po-
tentials for the analysis of pronunciation variation. We do so
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for a not yet extensively well documented language variety, i.e.,
Austrian German (AG), and base our study on a large corpus of
spontaneous, casual conversations.

The number of acoustic phonetic corpus studies investigat-
ing pronunciation variation in AG is limited. With respect to
consonant realizations, the literature documents plosive devoic-
ing, lenition and spirantization [8, 9, 10], devoicing of alveolar
fricatives and reductions and deletions of /R/ [11]. With respect
to AG realization of vowels, Moosmüller [12] found that in also
in standard AG (as reported for Middle-Bavarian Dialects), sev-
eral long and short vowel pairs are distinguished by durational
rather than spectral characteristics. Other studies focused on re-
gional dialects (e.g., [13, 14]). For the Viennese dialect, several
studies reported monophthongation processes and their spread-
ing to other Austrian cities [15, 16, 17, 18]. Another well docu-
mented (regional) process is /l/-velarization in word-initial posi-
tion and in diminuitives ending on <–erl> [19, 20]. So far there
has only been one study providing an overview of frequencies
of occurrence for a large number of phonological- and reduction
processes in read and spontaneous AG [7]. Based on automati-
cally created broad phonetic transcriptions, the study found that
only 37.8% of word tokens in spontaneous speech were pro-
duced canonically. There is no other study taking into account
not only rules typical for AG, but also processes that are fre-
quent in spontaneous German in general (e.g., schwa-deletion
in unstressed syllables).

In some languages, there is a situation of diglossia, where
speakers clearly switch between standard and dialect in differ-
ent speaking styles (e.g., in Arabic [21] and in Swiss German
[22]). Earlier work by Auer [23] stated that diglossia was also
present in rural AG, whereas other studies suggested rather a
continuum of speaking styles between standard (Austrian) Ger-
man and dialectal AG [24, 25]. Chosen style depends, among
many factors, on the situation, the interlocutor (e.g., type of re-
lationship) and the background of the speaker (education, re-
gion, etc.). Speakers change in style not only given the situa-
tion, but also within a conversation, sometimes even within a
sentence (e.g., changing to clearly pronounced citation forms to
mark emphasis). Given these continuous spectrum of styles, we
believe that the analysis of spontaneous AG requires not only
the analysis of sounds expected to be different from German
German (as identified in impressionistic phonetic studies), but
also an analysis along with regionally-independent German re-
duction processes.

In this paper, general reduction processes typical for spon-
taneous German (here referred to as SpG rules) are considered
along with regional phonological processes typical for AG (here
referred to as SpAG rules). Their co-occurrences are analyzed
by means of graph theory methods, facilitating to gain a com-
plete picture of pronunciation variation in Austrian German.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. GRASS corpus

This study is based on the conversational component of the Graz
Corpus of Read and Spontaneous Speech (GRASS) [26, 27]),
which contains casual conversations from a total of 38 speakers
(19f, 19m) from eastern Austria. They all have a university-
level education and live in one of the mayor cities. The 19
speaker pairs were family members, friends, couples or col-
leagues, who had known each other for years. They were
recorded with head-mounted microphones, while sitting to-
gether in a recording studio for one hour, without interruption
and without an experimenter being present. Moreover, there
was no restriction in terms of chosen topic or speaking behav-
ior, leading to a casual speaking style of high degree of pronun-
ciation variation [7], frequently occurring disfluencies, overlap-
ping speech [28] and laughter [29].

2.2. Forced alignment with pronunciation variants

GRASS was entirely manually annotated at the orthographic
level (including labels for speaker noises, laughter, disfluencies,
etc.) and segmented into utterances of no longer than 8s. For the
current study, utterances containing laughter and/or only breath-
ing and smacking noises (without lexical token) were excluded,
leaving a total of 181.230 word tokens produced in 30.091 utter-
ances by 38 speakers. These utterances were automatically seg-
mented using a KALDI-based [30] forced alignment [31, 32],
using a lexicon with multiple pronunciation variants per lexical
entry. The variants were created by applying 37 phonological
and reduction rules to the canonical transcriptions (i.e., as cre-
ated with a G2P online tool [33] for standard German). These
rules make use of the syllabic structure of the words (syllabic
boundaries and stress) and are mainly based on those listed in
[7]. They reflect AG pronunciation typical for eastern Austria
(given the GRASS speakers’ origin). Additionally, manual pro-
nunciation variants were created for very high frequent words,
especially auxiliary verbs and pronouns, for which a sequence
of rules would not yield to AG typical dialectal pronunciation.
The resulting lexicon contained on average 5.57−6.18 variants
per word. During the forced alignment, the ASR system chose
which pronunciation variant best matched the acoustic signal
and the broad phonetic annotation (phone sequence and bound-
aries) was stored to a Praat textgrid file [34]. The phone labels
of a small subset of the material (2 min from 6 conversations,
i.e., a total of 12.951 segments) were corrected manually and
used for a qualitative validation of the segmentation.

2.3. SpG and SpAG rules analyzed

During the generation of the variants, each rule applied was
logged for all variants created. The original set of 37 rules was
optimized for the variant generation process. For our analysis,
we selected a subset of them and merged them:

1. canonAG: the word’s full form, as given by the canonical
German pronunciation including phonological substitution
rules for standard AG (devoicing of alveolar fricatives, word-
final <-ig> as /ik/, wordinitial <Ch> as /k/).

2. /R/-reduction: deletion or vocalization of /R/ in coda position
(e.g., Garten ”garden” /g’aRt@n/ pronounced as [g’a:t@n].

3. plosive-deletion: in consonant clusters and in word-final po-
sition (e.g., wichtig ”important” /v’ICtik/ spoken as [v’ICti]).

4. schwa-deletion: in unstressed syllables (e.g., Garten ”gar-
den” /g’aRt@n/ pronounced as [g’a:tn]).

5. /C/-deletion: in syllable-final position (e.g., ich ”I” /IC/ as
[I:]).

6. vowel-diphthongation: of stressed vowels (e.g., kannst ”can
you” /k’Anst/ pronounced as [k’aUnst]).

7. vowel-monophthongation: of stressed vowels (e.g., weit ”far”
/v’aEt/ as [v’e:t]).

8. vowel-substitution: of stressed vowels (e.g., fragen ”to ask”
/fR’ag@n/ as [fR’o:gn]).

9. manualAG: manually created pronunciations of highly fre-
quent words (e.g., wir ”we” /w’I@/ pronounced as [m’a]).

We refer to categories 2 - 4 as SpG (rules that would occur in
spontaneous German of any variety), and to 5 - 9 as SpAG (rules
that would occur in spontaneous AG.

2.4. Graph analysis

We visualize the co-occurrence of rules in a weighted, directed
graph G = (V,E,W ), where the vertices in V correspond to
rules, where an edge (a, b) ∈ E ⊆ V 2 indicates that rule b co-
occurs with rule a, and where the matrix W collects the edge
weights we for all e ∈ E. We analyze the corpus both on word-
and utterance-level, yielding two graphs G(w) and G(u).

For G(w), an edge (a, b) exists if there is at least one word
to which rules a and b are applied. The edge weight w(w)

(a,b) is
computed by the relative fraction of times that rule b is applied
to words to which rule a has been applied, i.e.,

w
(w)

(a,b) =

∑
t∈C I(a and b applied to t)∑

t′∈C I(a applied to t′)I(b applicable to t′)
(1)

where C denotes the set of words t in the corpus and where I(A)
is 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise. To make this clear, consider
the following example: Suppose that rule a is applied to 60
words in the corpus. Of these 60 words, rule b can be applied
to 40 words, while it cannot be applied to the remaining 20
words (i.e., ”cannot be applied” refers to that either a word does
not contain the phoneme affected by the specific rule or that
in a word the phoneme does not occur in a segmental and/or
syllabic context where the rule applies). Rule b has been applied
jointly with rule a 10 times. The edge weight of (a, b) is thus
w

(w)

(a,b) = 10/40 = 0.25. Suppose further that rule b has been
applied to only 10 words in the corpus. Then, since for these
10 words also rule a has been applied, the edge (b, a) from b

to a has weight w(w)

(b,a) = 10/10 = 1. For G(u), an edge (a, b)

exists if there is at least one utterance in which rules a and b
are applied at least once (regardless of whether they are applied
to the same or to different words in the utterance). The edge
weight w(u)

(a,b) for (a, b) is the average relative fraction of times
rule b is applied whenever rule a is applied, where the average
is taken over all utterances.

For visualization purposes, we additionally plot the vertices
of G(w) with a radius proportional to the number of times a rule
is applied, i.e.,

r(w)
a =

∑
t∈C I(a applied to t)∑

t′∈C I(a applicable to t′)
. (2)

For G(u), we average (2) over all utterances. Specifically, if in
utterance ui with 15 words rule a can be applied to 10 words
and has been applied to three words, then for this utterance the
ratio is 3/10. The vertex size r

(u)
a in the graph is then the aver-

age of these ratios over all utterances.
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Figure 1: Co-occurence graphs at word-level (right) and utterance-level (left) computed on the GRASS corpus. Node colors distinguish
between canonical pronunciation (orange), general reduction for spontaneous German (yellow), and rules specific to AG (red). Node
size and edge hue are proportional to the usage frequency and the co-occurrence of rules according to (2) and (1), respectively.

Graph analysis and visualization was implemented in
Python using NetworkX 3.0, equations (1) and (2) were imple-
mented manually.

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the graphs G(w) and G(u) for the nine (merged)
rules as calculated at the word- and utterance-level, where yel-
low circles indicate how often SpG rules were realized by the
GRASS speakers, where red circles indicate SpAG rules, and
where the orange circle indicates canonAG. Whereas G(w) al-
lows us to gain insights into the frequencies of occurrence and
of co-occurrence of rules within the same word, which is largely
determined by the word’s length and segmental structure, graph
G(u) reveals additional insights given the larger, utterance-level
context.

Full pronunciation form 53% of word tokens were pro-
duced in their full form (i.e., canonAG). This number is sim-
ilar to quantitative analyses of casual, conversational speech
of other Germanic languages (e.g., 56% canonical pronunci-
ations in Dutch [35]), but higher than previously reported for
the GRASS corpus (i.e., 37.8% in [7]). This can be explained
by the fact that [7] considered canonical as the standard Ger-
man pronunciation, whereas here we consider as canonical also
standard AG (as documented for read speech of trained Austrian
broad-cast speakers [36]). By definition, canonAG is isolated in
the word-level graph. At the utterance level, the strongest edges

point to /R/-reduction (with a weight of 0.945) and schwa-
deletion (0.501), while the weakest points to plosive-deletion
(0.196). These values seem to correlate with r

(w)
a .

Despite manualAG being at the other end of the standard -
dialect continuum than canonAG, it occurs similarly frequently
in words where it applies (41%) and moreover, at the utterance
level, all outgoing edge weights to all other rules are within
a difference less than 0.03 to the edge weights of canonAG.
These results indicate that canonAG and manualAG, in general,
occur in similar utterance-contexts, which supports clearly the
assumption of a continuity of speaking styles in AG rather than
a diglossia (as suggested by Auer [23]).

SpAG vs. SpG In order to answer the question whether
SpAG and SpG rules tend to mainly co-occur among them-
selves, we analyzed the assortativity of the graph at the word-
level (−0.21) and utterance-level (−0.12), as well as the
weighted modularity. Both indicate that SpAG and SpG do not
form communities. This finding emphasizes the need to analyze
(regionally occurring) phonological processes ”together” with
general reduction processes, which was the original motivation
for this paper.

3.1. Spontaneous German reduction rules (SpG)

/R/-reduction The by far most frequent rule is /R/-reduction
with 95%, revealing that in most word tokens where /R/ ap-
peared in coda position it was either reduced to [6] or deleted.
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That /R/-reduction has a frequency close to 100% at both the
word and utterance level also explains the large weights of in-
coming edges. In utterances with /R/-reduction, schwa-deletion
(0.516) and /C/-deletion (0.36) are common, while plosive-
deletion (0.215) is not; other rules co-occur with /R/-deletion
with a relative fraction of ranging around 0.3.

/R/-deletion was reported to occur in only 23% of tokens
in AG read by trained speakers [11], and to be either deleted
or vocalized in 49.1% when read by not-trained speakers [7].
Our results indicate that /R/-reduction increases with increasing
spontaneity and casualness in AG.

Plosive deletion Plosives were deleted only in 21% of the
word tokens in which the rule applied (i.e., in word-final po-
sition, in consonant clusters, in the prefixes). In those words
where plosives were deleted, nearly always also /R/ was deleted
(0.992) and schwas were deleted more frequently (0.793) than
in general (r(w)

schwa-deletion = 0.52). A further strong edge points to
/C/-deletion (0.467), and also all three SpAG vowel processes
occur more frequently in a word in which a plosive was deleted
than in other word tokens of the corpus. These results indicate
that, at word level, plosive deletion occurs primarily in pronun-
ciation variants that are reduced also by other reduction rules.

A comparison of these results with other studies on plosive
deletion in German is difficult, as they either investigated plo-
sives in different segmental contexts, or only plosives of one
specific place of articulation. Based on spontaneous speech
from the Kiel corpus, it was found that 10.5% of plosives (in any
position and context) were deleted [37]. One comparable study
to ours is the one presented in [7], which, based on a subset of
12 speakers of GRASS, reported 15.9% of plosive deletions in
read AG and 27% in spontaneous AG, which is more than what
we observe here on average for all 38 GRASS speakers.

Schwa-deletion Schwas were deleted in 52% of the word
tokens. Its main co-occurrence is with /R/-reduction: in
100% of the tokens, where schwas were deleted and /R/-
reduction could apply, /R/ was indeed deleted or vocalized.
Despite plosives being reduced in general only in 21% of to-
kens, in those where schwas were deleted this number rises to
39.3%. Among the vowel processes studied here, which all
apply to full, stressed vowels, vowel-diphthongation (0.477)
occurs most likely in words with deleted schwas, followed
by vowel-monophthongation (0.366), and vowel-substitution
(0.266). The co-occurrence at word-level with /C/-deletion is
very low (0.085). This is as expected, given that /C/-deletion
occurs mainly in mono-syllabic pronouns. At the utterance-
level, /C/-deletion occurs in 37.9% of the utterances in which
schwas were deleted.

In the last two decades, numerous studies investigated
schwa deletion and the segmental, linguistic, probabilistic and
extra-linguistic factors affecting whether schwa is deleted or not
(e.g., [38, 39, 4]). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study reporting with which other rules it tends to co-occur at
word and utterance level.

3.2. Phonological- and reduction rules for Austrian Ger-
man (SpAG)

Vowel processes Vowel-substitution occurs in 33% , Vowel-
monophthongation in 25% and Vowel-diphthongation in 34%
of the word tokens where the rule applied. Since all of these
three rules apply to the stressed vowel of a word, it is not
surprising that they do not co-occur at word-level at all. At
utterance level, however, they occur together: In utterances
with Vowel-substitution, Vowel-diphthongation (0.369) occurs

more frequently than Vowel-monophthongation (0.240). Given
that the vowel substitutions incorporated (e.g., /a/ to /o:/) ap-
ply to speakers across different regions, whereas the other two
rules are, according to earlier (impressionistic) studies, more
frequent in certain regions (vowel-diphthongation in Styria,
vowel-monophthongation in Vienna [15]), the on higher co-
occurrence with diphthongation than with monophthongation
may be caused by different speakers of different regional back-
ground. Furthermore, a phonetically observed monophthonga-
tion might either be caused by a phonological process (docu-
mented for Vienna), going along with a vowel lengthening (i.e.,
/aE/ to [e:]), but could also simply stem from a reduction at high
speech rate. Further detailed acoustic analyses will be needed
to untangle these possible origins for our observation.

/C/-deletion Syllable-final /C/ was deleted in on average
35% of the tokens where the rule applied. This rule very of-
ten occurs in (short) pronouns (e.g., dich ”you” /d’IC/ as [d’i:],
and thus to all of those tokens no other rule applies. For the
rest of the cases where syllable-final /C/ was deleted, the out-
going edge weights show that it most frequently co-occurred
with /R/-reduction (1.0), schwa-deletion (0.621) and plosive-
deletion (0.579). Whereas /R/-reduction and schwa-deletion are
generally highly frequent also in other word tokens, plosives
are deleted much more often in words with deleted /C/ (0.579)
than in words where other rules were applied (incoming weights
ranging between 0.144 and 0.341). Despite /C/-deletion being
a very salient characteristic of AG, it has only been (quantita-
tively) acoustically analyzed in one study [7], showing that it
occurs in 24.1% of the tokens where the rule applies in spon-
taneous speech (12 speakers of GRASS), but only in 0.6% in
read speech. For spontaneous German, Rodgers et al. [37] re-
ported 8.75% of /C/s to be deleted, however without providing
contextual information.

4. Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to introduce graph theory as a method
to study pronunciation variation. Our analysis of 181.230 to-
kens of spontaneous Austrian German revealed that the most
frequently observed rules are reduction processes that are also
typical for spontaneous German (i.e., /R/ reduction and schwa
deletion) and that they frequently co-occur with phonological
processes typical for the Austrian German variety at word and
utterance level.

Preliminary experiments suggest that graphs such as G(w)

and G(u) created for individual speakers may yield insights into
how these speakers apply pronunciation rules. We believe that
the resulting graphs cluster in a manner that corresponds with
speaker demographics (regional origin, age, gender, etc.). Fu-
ture work shall investigate this further and propose ”prototyp-
ical” pronunciation graphs for certain demographics. To con-
clude, on the example of spontaneous Austrian German, this pa-
per showed that the approach presented opens new possibilities
to analyze pronunciation variation in large corpora of different
speaking styles.
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